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Abstrat
In this paper we give details of the numerial analysis of an integral equation of the
form
y(t) = f(t) +
Z
t
0
s
 1
t

y(s)ds  > 0: (1)
The distintive feature of the equation is the presene of a singularity at t = 0 for
all values of  > 0 and at s = 0 for all values of t > 0 for 0 <  < 1. This means that
onventional analytial and numerial theory does not apply. In fat, for 0 <  < 1,
the equation has an innite family of solutions.
As bakground, we give details of the analytial results on existene and unique-
ness of solutions to (1) and we give new results on the use of numerial shemes that
will yield approximations to any spei solution. We onlude with some numerial
results that show that our methods enable us to nd approximations of any hosen
order to any of the innite lass of exat solutions to (1).
1 Introdution
We onsider in this paper the solution of equations of the form
y(t) = f(t) +
Z
t
0
s
 1
t

y(s)ds;  > 0; (2)
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where f(0) is nite. An initial inspetion of (2) would lead the reader to expet that the
analysis of the equation would be quite straightforward: the problem is a linear integral
equation with separable kernel and might be expeted to yield to quite a simple analysis. In
fat this equation has been the subjet of previous analysis in, for example, [6,7,9,10,14,4℄.
It is of interest beause of the rather unusual singularity. For values of  > 1 the singularity
at t = 0 does not persist for values of t > 0. Thus the solutions are quite well-behaved.
However, for 0 <  < 1 there is a singularity in the kernel for all values of t > 0. It
turns out that, in this ase, there are innitely many solutions to (2) passing through
the point (0; f(0)). Our main onern in this paper will be with the eetive numerial
approximation of a hosen solution to (2) for 0 <  < 1.
Remark 1.1 Note that lim
t!0
R
t
0
s
 1
t

y(s)ds =
y(0)

and therefore, if y(0) 6= 0 we have
y(0) 6= f(0), more preisely y(0) =

 1
f(0) .
There is a wide literature on ertain lasses of singular integral equations. Most notably
previous authors have been onerned with onvolution equations of the form
y(t) = f(t) +
Z
t
0
k(t  s)y(s)ds (3)
and within the lass of onvolution equations, many authors onentrate on those where
the kernel k has a singularity at the origin, suh as the Abel integral equation
y(t) = f(t) +
Z
t
0
y(s)
(t  s)

ds (4)
for some value of  > 0 (see, for example, [1,11℄ and the referenes ontained therein).
However, despite the fat that the problem (2) an be expressed in onvolution form
through the substitutions  = log s;  = log t (see, for example [3℄) it turns out that
the nature of the singularity at the origin in (2) makes it more onvenient to analyse
the problem in its original form. We draw attention, in partiular, to the fat that the
singularity in the kernel of the Abel equation (4) persists for all values of t > 0 and arises
always for the urrent value s = t. In our paper [3℄ we onsider the equation:
y(e

) = g(e

) +
Z

 1
e
( )
y(e

)d: (5)
We remark that this is an equation with innite memory and suh equations are diÆult
to analyse). We refer the reader to [3℄ for further details.
2 The analytial bakground
Basi existene and uniqueness theory for linear Volterra integral equations of the form
y(t) = f(t) +
Z
t
0
k(t; s)y(s)ds (6)
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is well-established and an be found, for example, in the books [1,11℄. The usual approah
is to onsider a suitable domain D and to require a Lipshitz ondition on the kernel k
with respet to its seond argument with uniform Lipshitz onstant L on D. There is no
restrition (as would be the ase for Fredholm equations) on the value that L an take,
save that it is nite, and one an then prove that the suessive Piard iterates onverge
on D to a solution of (6) and that the solution is unique.
Now it is quite lear that in the ase of (2) there is no suh nite Lipshitz onstant
available for the kernel k(t; s) =
s
 1
t

on any domain D that ontains the origin if 0 <
 < 1.
When  > 1 and t > 0 the integral I
t
:=
R
t
0
s
 1
t

y(s)ds is regular. Indeed, the limit lim
t!0
I
t
exists so that I
t
has a removeable singularity at the origin. It follows that, for  > 1, (2)
has a unique solution on [0; T ℄ for any nite T > 0.
We now turn our attention to the ase 0 <  < 1 sine this is the ase of greatest interest.
As we remarked earlier the onventional existene/uniqueness theory annot be applied
in this ase. We will show that there are innitely many solutions to (2).
Dene the linear operator:
L[y℄(t) = y(t) 
Z
t
0
s
 1
t

y(s)ds: (7)
It is simple to onrm that t
1 
2 Ker(L) for any  2 R and that no other power of t
is in the kernel.
Now it follows by linearity of L that, for any solution ~y of
L[y℄(t) = f(t) (8)
~y + t
1 
(9)
is also a solution.
We ask whether there exists a solution ~y of (8). Obviously the question hinges on the
preise nature of the funtion f . If we look for solutions ~y in some funtion spae F
then a solution will exist preisely for funtions f 2 L[F ℄; the image of F under the
operator L. In the papers [9,10℄ the authors desribe in detail suitable funtion spaes
V
m;
and we refer the interested reader to those papers. Here, for simpliity, we assume
that the funtion f is smooth. It is then quite simple to show that there is a solution
~y to L[y℄(t) = f(t) (for example by looking for a smooth solution using a Taylor series
method, and showing that the resulting formula solves the equation). Therefore we know
that there is an innite family of solutions of the form (9). Only one member of this family
( = 0) is dierentiable at the origin.
In previous papers on the numerial solution of (2) the authors (see [9,10,14℄) have adopted
the following approah: approximate the smooth solution as aurately as possible and
then add the appropriate multiple of t
1 
to provide the solution sought. That approah
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has attrations from a theoretial viewpoint in that the analysis provides every possible
trajetory. However from a pratial viewpoint (as we will disuss later) it turns out
that the approximate trajetory hosen in any partiular ase may exhibit the wrong
qualitative behaviour. It is the preservation of orret qualitative behaviour that the
methods presented here ahieve more eetively.
3 Uniqueness of a spei trajetory
In this setion we will present an analysis for a partiular solution trajetory of equation
(2). From now on we shall always assume that 0 <  < 1.
Our approah is based on the premise that in a pratial appliation a partiular solution
will be required. The fat that the underlying equation posseses innitely many suh
solution trajetories implies that some further data is required in order to speify the
partiular path to be approximated.
From previous experiene with dierential and integral equations we might antiipate
that this extra data should be given either in terms of an additional point on the hosen
trajetory (for example the value of y(r) for some r > 0) or as some initial data about the
values of derivatives of y at the initial time. As we have seen, all the non-smooth solutions
to (2) have innite derivative at t = 0 and so it will not be appropriate to expet data to
be given in terms of derivatives of the solution path at the origin. Aordingly we shall
assume that the value of y(r) is provided (at least approximately) for some xed r > 0.
Now onsider the expression
y(r) = f(r) +
Z
r
0
s
 1
r

y(s)ds: (10)
For xed r > 0, this expression provides us with a method of nding the initial integral
Z
r
0
s
 1
y(s)ds = r

(y(r)  f(r)): (11)
We shall use this expression later.
We return to the analysis of (6): we note that the non-uniqueness problem arose beause
of the singularity of (2) when s = 0. If D does not ontain a neighbourhood of the line
s = 0, then k(t; s) =
s
 1
t

satises a suitable Lipshitz ondition on D. This property
provides us with the key to analysing the exat solutions to (2).
We reformulate equation (2) in the following way. First we hoose some xed value of
 > 0 and we subdivide the integral (for t > ):
y(t) = f(t) +
Z

0
s
 1
t

y(s)ds+
Z
t

s
 1
t

y(s)ds: (12)
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This is equivalent to the equation
y(t) =
~
f(t) +
Z
t

s
 1
t

y(s)ds; t > : (13)
Now, with a simple hange of origin, the standard existene and uniqueness theory applies
to (13) and we an dedue that there exists a unique solution for y on the interval [; T ℄
for any xed T > .
We turn our attention next to the funtion
~
f = f(t) +
R

0
s
 1
t

y(s)ds. For a xed foring
term f the values of
~
f vary aording to the integral term. Therefore, suppose that we
know a partiular solution ~y on [0; ℄; for whih the integral
R

0
s
 1
~y(s)ds = : It then
follows that there is, for eah possible value of  obtained in this way, a unique solution to
(2) that ontinues ~y to [0; T ℄ for any xed value of T . We onlude that, for eah possible
value that  an take, dened in this way, there is preisely one solution y to (12).
Finally we an use the formula for  given in (11) above. We hoose  = r and onlude
that, given the additional data point (r; y(r)) there is now a unique solution y(t) to (2)
for any interval [r; T ℄ and any nite T > r. In other words there is preisely one solution
to (2) on [r; T ℄ rossing eah point on the line t = r.
Remark 3.1 Uniqueness of a trajetory on [0; r℄. It is natural to ask whether there
may be several solutions to (2) on the interval [0; r℄ passing through a single point (r; ).
The answer to this is "No" for the following reason: if we hoose some value Æ
1
: 0 <
Æ
1
< r and onsider equation (2) but with time running bakwards it is easy to show
that there is a unique solution on [Æ
1
; r℄ that passes through (r; ). Now hoose a sequene
Æ
1
> Æ
2
> : : : > Æ
n
> : : : > 0 suh that Æ
n
! 0. It follows that there is a unique solution
through (r; ) on eah interval [Æ
n
; r℄ therefore eah solution trajetory on [0; r℄ is unique.
4 Numerial shemes
In previous papers ([9,10℄) the singularity at the origin has played a big part in the hoie
of suitable numerial shemes. The need to integrate aurately over the initial interval
has prompted the development of produt integration methods to ensure a onsistent
approah. However the analysis of the previous setion shows that, in fat, in our quest
for a partiular (possibly non-smooth) solution we have reformulated our problem into
one where there is no singularity. To be preise: on the domain f(s; t) : r  s  t  Tg the
kernel of (2) satises a uniform Lipshitz ondition. It follows that the standard theory
for numerial approximations now applies to the equation over [r; T ℄ (see, for example [1℄
hapters 3-5, [11℄ hapter 7) and therefore as long as the funtion f is suÆiently smooth
we an apply (for example) either a linear  method or a reduible quadrature sheme
(subjet to a suitable starting proedure) and obtain the same order of onvergene on
[r; T ℄ as we would over [0; T ℄ for an integral equation whose kernel was smooth.
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To make our approah lear, we x h > 0 and approximate the solution to (2) at gridpoints
t
n
= r + nh; y
n
 y(t
n
) using the formula
y
n
= f(t
n
) +
Z
r
0
s
 1
t

n
y(s)ds+ I
n;h
(14)
where
I
n;h
=
n
X
j=0
!
n;j
(r + jh)
 1
(r + nh)

y
j
(15)
for quadrature weights !
n;j
; j = 0; : : : ; n;n 2 N.
The analysis of the numerial shemes follows in a quite straightforward way. For t  r
we put  = t  r and dene the funtion u for  > 0 by
u() = g() +
Z

0
(r + )
 1
(r + )

u()d (16)
where
g() = f( + r) +
A
( + r)

(17)
and the onstant A is hosen to represent
R
r
0
s
 1
y(s)ds for the partiular solution y that
is sought.
With u dened in this way it follows that the funtions u and y satisfy u() = y( + r).
Further (16) satises the standard hypotheses and so the well-known theory on onver-
gene of numerial shemes applies to (16) (see, for example, [1,11℄). We an dedue,
for example, that the trapezium rule is onvergent of order 2 and the Euler rules are
onvergent of order 1. One ould also apply higher order methods quite simply and the
established analytial theory would apply here too. We give the results of some simple
numerial experiments in the next setion.
5 Numerial results
For the numerial experiments we have hosen to set
f(t) = 1 + t (18)
sine in this ase we an nd an exat solution to (2) for any hoie of  2 (0; 1).
The exat solution is
y(t) =

  1
+
+ 1

t+ t
1 
(19)
and we an use this formula to hek the errors in our numerial approximations.
For a simple analysis of errors we have onsidered  methods with  = 0;  = 1 and
 =
1
2
(the expliit and impliit Euler rules and the trapezoidal rule). We put r = 0:2 and
6
 = 0:4 and tabulated the errors in the approximation of the smooth solution ( = 0 in
(19)) at T = 10. Of ourse we put in the exat value of the integral over the initial interval
[0; r℄.
h Expliit Euler Trapezoidal rule Impliit Euler
0.1 1.6181 0.0728 1.8885
0.05 0.8431 0.0187 0.9118
0.025 0.4302 0.00476 0.4475
0.0125 0.2173 0.00119 0.2216
0.00625 0.1092 0.000299 0.1103
0.003125 0.0547 0.0000747 0.0550
0.0015625 0.0274 0.0000187 0.0275
Table 1 Errors at T = 10 for dierent step sizes,  = 0; r = 0:2;  = 0:4
The expeted onvergene rates are seen in the gures with both Euler rules displaying
O(h) onvergene and the trapezoidal rule exhibiting O(h
2
) onvergene.
In fat the same pattern of errors is found with any other member of the family of
solutions: with r and  unhanged but this time with  = 1 the orresponding errors for
the trapezoidal rule look like this:
h Trapezoidal rule
0.1 0.1065
0.05 0.02762
0.025 0.006976
0.0125 0.001749
0.00625 0.0004375
0.003125 0.0001094
0.0015625 0.00002735
Table 2 Errors at T = 10 for dierent step sizes,  = 1; r = 0:2;  = 0:4
6 Propagation of errors in the given data
The example alulations given in the previous setion are based on the values hosen for
r;  and the value of the data point (r; ) that determines the solution path that we are
7
approximating. It is natural to ask how the erors in the numerial solution depend on the
hoies of r,  and the auray of the data.
First we onsider very briey the eet of hanging the value of . This situation is overed
by the existing theory and we an predit that the onvergene rates for the methods will
ontinue to be preserved. Of ourse as  inreases the derivative of the solution y dereases
and therefore the absolute errors in the numerial approximations are likely to redue.
Whether this redution is signiant depends on the value of the onstant  in (19). We
see this phenomenon in Table 3.
 Trapezoidal rule
0.1 0.001866
0.2 0.001749
0.4 0.001193
0.5 0.0009193
0.6 0.0006859
0.8 0.00003526
Table 3 Errors at T = 10 for h = 0:125;  = 0; r = 0:2
Next we onsider the eet of varying r. Here we need to take note that an inrease in the
value of r means that we are speifying the exat solution at some later instant in time
(and in fat we are giving the exat integral over the interval [0; r℄). This is important
beause it explains the redution in error that we an see when r inreases.
In fat one would expet to be able to predit this hange in error using onventional
analytial methods. We reall the disrete Gronwall lemmas that an be used to predit
the growth in error in the numerial solution of an integral equation (see, for example,
[1℄ p40-44 or [11℄ p101-102). In eah ase, we obtain a bound on the error at a xed time
point in terms of an exponential funtion of the time elapsed sine t = 0 Now the eet
of inreasing r is that we derease the time between our new origin at r and T . We would
expet this to show up as a redution in the size of the error bound E whih should take
the form
E  Be
k(T r)
; (20)
however this simple analysis does not take into aount the singularity in the kernel at
the origin. In fat this singularity implies that the smaller the value of r, the larger is
the Lipshitz onstant assoiated with the Gronwall lemma. Thus the uniform Lipshitz
onstant on whih the estimate (20) is based under-estimates the improvement in error
as r inreases and we see this in g.1. In fat we have numerial evidene that the atual
error in our approximation varies as exp (T   r)
2
, when using the trapezoidal rule.
Finally, and most importantly, we onsider how the data reading y(r) inuenes the
approximate solution we alulate. Here we reall that there exists preisely one solution
8
to (2) passing through eah point (r; ). Therefore if an inorret data value is given it will
orrespond to the orret data value for the wrong solution! It is easy to see that the exat
solutions passing through the points (r; 
1
) and (r; 
2
) separate at a rate proportional to
t
1 
but it is less lear what will happen to the approximate solutions. However it an
be shown (see [3℄) that numerial methods for solving (2) exhibit the orret exponential
order of growth over the long term. Thus the hoie of the wrong solution trajetory to
follow will result in an error at time t that grows with exponential order 1  . Note that
this is in agreement with the results about propagation of errors in initial data whih were
presented in [4℄.
We inlude a omputed example from the paper [3℄ that shows that this is indeed the
ase. For the equation
y(t) = 1 + t+
Z
t
0
s
 
1
2
t
1
2
y(s)ds: (21)
whose exat solutions take the form y(t) =  1 + 3t + t
1
2
. We onsider the numerial
approximations to two trajetories of the solution (respetively for  = 10; 20) using the
trapezium rule. We set r = 1 and h = 0:1. We give, in Table 1, very lear numerial
evidene that the two approximate trajetories separate at a rate with dominant term
proportional to t
1
2
as t!1. This example is disussed more fully in [3℄.
t Separation
10 10.00000000000000
20 14.14213562373095
30 17.32050807568878
40 20.00000000000000
50 22.36067977499789
60 24.49489742783177
70 26.45751311064588
80 28.28427124746188
90 29.99999999999998
100 31.62277660168375
Table 4 Separation between solution trajetories for  = 10; 20 varying t.
7 Conlusions
The approah we have desribed in this paper shows that the singular integral equation (2)
an be solved using onventional quadrature shemes and that these shemes an provide
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Fig. 1. Plots of log(E) against T   r for dierent step sizes h
a good approximation to any hosen solution path over any xed time interval as long
as we are given aurate data to enable the orret path to be hosen. We have shown
that the numerial shemes are well-behaved and therefore an extrapolation proedure of
the type used in previous work ([9℄) for produt quadratures approximating the smooth
solution is likely to be suessful in this ase too. We leave this investigation for a sequel.
In our sequel we will also disuss the solution of (2) viewed as a boundary value problem,
where the boundary value is used to speify the partiular path to be followed. The
disussion will extend our observations made above about the use of reversed time in
prediting solutions over earlier time intervals.
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